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What the critics are watching and listening to
Film
Godzilla vs Kong
Forget the previous three instalments in
the lacklustre “monsterverse” series. The
fourth one, Godzilla vs Kong, is a charmer.
This giant beastie movie is suitably camp
and built around some catastrophic city-
levelling donnybrooks (the loss of life,
unacknowledged, must be in the millions)
that are as formally lucid as they are, occa-
sionally, exciting. The plot features the
creation of an evil robot colossus, aka
Mechagodzilla, who is programmed to
pulverise the original Godzilla as well as
the rest of planet Earth, and only Kong,
our gigantic simian hero, can save the day.
The director Adam Wingard opts for
visual flourishes and the kind of mam-
moth energising punch-ups that suggest
there’s life left yet to be harnessed from
this age-old monster mash. Amazon, Apple,
Google, Sky Store
Kevin Maher

Television
Freddie Mercury: A Life in Ten Pictures
One rock superstar, ten photographs of
his life, this simple but hugely effective
documentary begins with an image of
baby Farrokh Bulsara sitting proudly and
photogenically in his pram. What this film
is particularly good at delineating via
insightful and moving contributions from
his close friends is how the shy and
thoughtful man he became lived alongside
his flamboyant musical persona until his
premature death in 1991 aged 45. And as
his loyal personal assistant Peter Free-
stone says of the final image of the sick
Mercury: “I can’t look at any photograph
of this man without feeling wonderful.”
BBC2, tonight
Ben Dowell

Eye of the Storm
You may not have heard of the Scottish
artist James Morrison, who painted the
landscapes of his home country over seven
decades, but he was beloved by those
who knew his work, which has been

owned by JK Rowling and the royal family.
Filmed over the last two years of his life
( )

(he died last autumn, aged 88), Anthony
Baxter’s quiet and affectionate hour-long
documentary — it couldn’t be further
from Line of Duty, scheduled opposite it
— follows Morrison as he loses his vision
to the point where he can barely see what
he is painting. Morrison is as uncom-
plaining as the film is poignant. BBC2, Sun,
and iPlayer
James Jackson

Dance
Concerto
Kenneth MacMillan’s 1966 creation is a
one-act abstract ballet, set to the shifting
moods of Shostakovich’s Second Piano
Concerto. The choreography is rich in
emotional depth, a warmth reflected in
Jürgen Rose’s colourful designs, which
evoke the heat of a sunburst. This 2019
Royal Ballet recording features Yasmine
Naghdi and Ryoichi Hirano in the big pas
de deux. stream.roh.org.uk
Debra Craine

Theatre
Consent
Like David Mamet’s stormy two-hander,
Oleanna, Nina Raine’s West End hit about
sexual violence and the law is the kind of
drama that sets off arguments on the way
home. Now that we are still stuck in our
own households, thanks to Covid, this is a
good moment to revisit the National
Theatre’s production, directed by Roger
Michell. In Consent Raine sets a group of
barristers at each others’ throats as they
try to mix work with socialising. Tensions
simmer as the veneer of good manners
starts to crack. ntathome.com
Clive Davis

Classical
Messiah
Three fresh spins on Handel’s treasured
oratorio. In a veritable Easter miracle,
English National Opera’s performance is

on primetime TV (tonight, BBC2 and
iPlayer), but trimmed to an hour, featuring
soloists including Iestyn Davies and Chris-
tine Rice. The St Martin-in-the-Fields per-
formance (smitf.org/fresh-horizons, Thu,

)

on demand to May 7) has the soprano
Carolyn Sampson and the tenor James
Way, and promises light projections and
animated illustrations. The London
Handel Festival’s intriguing production
(free on Facebook and YouTube, from
Mon) blends live performance from the
London Handel Orchestra under Lau-
rence Cummings with soloists including
Davies (again) alongside pre-recorded
choruses from 15 choirs around the world.
Neil Fisher

Pop
Ben Howard
Starting life as a cheerful surfer boy from
Devon with a sideline in barbecue-on-the-
beach acoustic folk pop, Ben Howard has
gone down an increasingly eccentric path,
leading to his complex, reportage-driven
latest album, Collections from the White-
out. This live stream comes from Goonhil-
ly Earth Station, a space communications
gateway on Cornwall’s Lizard Peninsula; a
fitting setting for Howard’s cosmic output.
universe.com, Thu
Will Hodgkinson

Exhibition
Art Basel: Pioneers
Get ready for a fresh start. Our cultural
story is told by those artists who had the
courage and vision to make the bold
jumps. Art Basel, the global art platform,
celebrates them with its Pioneers exhibi-
tion. Enter the online viewing rooms of
100 international galleries to find the
talents who, in our modern era, have swept
us forwards, encouraging us to accept and
to question. Here you’ll find artists, estab-
lished and upcoming, prepared to tackle
anything that feels radical, rebellious,
politically apposite or scientifically rele-
vant. artbasel.com
Rachel Campbell-Johnston
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